2013-'14

**“M-O-V-E-M-E-N-T” Series:**

For the 2013-14 academic year MSS is educating the campus and surrounding community about the Environmental racism and Food Justice movements through multiple programs including the following:

### Sept. 23
**Environmental Racism**
Carol Burnett and Frances Whittington, two co-founding members of the DelCo Alliance, a grassroots environmental group in Chester, PA, share their experiences fighting environmental hazards in this under-resourced community.

11:30 PM – 1 PM:
Faculty/Staff Lunch Colloquium @ Walls Lounge

6-8 PM: Campus Lecture @ Hunt Hall

More info: ejnet.org/chester/

### Sept. 30
**Food Justice**

Scholar Dorceta Taylor (Univ. of Michigan) and Community organizer Malik Yakini (Detroit Black Community Food Security Network) are doing a panel discussion on the topic of Food Security. Food Security: When all of the members of a community have easy access to adequate amounts of affordable, nutritious, culturally appropriate food.

(Source: DBCFSN)

11:30 AM – 1 PM:
Faculty/Staff Lunch Colloquium @ Walls Lounge

6-8 PM: Discussion Panel @ Walls Lounge

More info:
Professor Dorceta Taylor: snre.umich.edu/profile/dorceta
Malik Yakini: detroitblackfoodsecurity.org/

---

### Sept. 9
**José Galvez Lecture** > 6-8 PM

**SHINE** – One person’s journey to remembering and honoring his culture. A visual odyssey.
@ Walls Lounge

Pulitzer Prize winning photographer José Galvez is on campus to share his experiences chronicling the lives of Latinos in the U.S. From September 16-October 31 his photographs will be exhibited in the Connections Gallery in the Samek Art Gallery for Hispanic Heritage month.

More info: josegalvez.com
(co-sponsored by ISS and MSS)

---

### Sept. 16 – Oct. 31

**Galvez photo exhibit in Samek Connections Art Gallery**

---

### Oct. 19

1st annual **Organization of Hispanic and Latin American Students Gala [O.H.L.A.S]**

Terrace Room
(Pre-Reception @ Samek Connections Art Gallery)

---

### Forthcoming Fall events:

**8/28:** Film: *Brother Outsider: The Life of Bayard Rustin* @ IEA Multipurpose Room > 7-8:30 PM
(co-sponsored by MSS and LGBT Awareness)

**8/31:** Griot Institute & MSS Welcome Picnic > 11 AM
(Science Quad; Rain location: Bucknell Hall)

**9/9:** Civil Rights Trip applications posted (Due 10/1)

**9/22:** MSS Ambassador applications posted (Due 9/27)

**9/28:** Fruitvale Station Film @ Campus Theatre > 7-9 PM
(co-sponsored by CSREG and MSS)

**10/26:** Civil Rights Trip 10th Anniversary reception

**Early November:** This is Me play project